
MODEL 2550T
Hydrostatic Stump Grinder

The Model 2550 Track is a high production stump grinder with 
the go-anywhere mobility of a track machine. With a 49 or 
49.4-horsepower diesel engine, it’s packed with the power 
to meet the needs of professional stump grinder contractors 
who need a dependable machine and reliable workhorse. The 
heavy-duty rubber tracks provide great traction and flotation, 
while remaining turf-friendly for delicate surfaces and lawns. 
The Model 2550 Track features a capable hydrostatic motor to 
directly power the cutter wheel, eliminating the need for a clutch, 
jackshaft, drive belt, belt tensioning system, and the many shaves 
and bearings associated with those components. This reduces 
downtime, resulting in a more productive machine out in the 
field and a lower cost of ownership.

MANEUVERABLE AND POWERFUL
• Heavy-duty rubber tracks 
• Standard operator’s console with 

optional wireless remote
• As capable in back woods as it is in back yards
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Heavy-Duty Rubber Tracks
 The undercarriage on the Model 2550 Track is designed and built 

in-house by Bandit Industries. Thoroughly tested, this powerful, 
capable drive system utilizes rubber tracks that are turf friendly 
while providing low ground pressure for sensitive areas. With a 
machine weight of approximately 2,560 pounds, the Model 2550 
Track is easy to transport, easy to maneuver, and at 35” wide, 
narrow enought to fit through tight spaces and backyard gates.

High Power With Low Maintenance
  Bandit’s hydrostatic direct-drive stump grinders deliver all the 

stump grinding power demanded by professionals, without all of 
the maintenance normally associated with stump grinders. It’s not 
uncommon for companies to see maintenance costs drop by as 
much as 30%, compared to traditional stump grinders.

Class-Leading Performance
 The Model 2550T features a class-leading 53-½” cutter swing for 

grinding, while also grinding to a depth of 15”. Equipped with the 
Bandit Revolution wheel as standard equipment, you’ll spend less 
time repositioning and changing teeth and more time grinding. 

Specifications
Dimensions: 
Length (with blade): 118” Height: 54”
Weight: 2,560 lbs. Width: 35”
Fuel Tank: 8.5 gallons Hydraulic Tank: 8.5 gallons

Cutter Wheel System:
21” diameter x 1-¼” thick Revolution wheel
Cutter Depth: 15” Cutter Height: 23-½”
Cutter Swing: 53-½” 

Drive System:
Self-propelled drive system, with a travel speed of 140 FPM

Engine:
49-49.6-HP engine options available
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